ACOG Encourages Screening for Depression During and After Pregnancy
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Last month, The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) issued a Committee Opinion regarding the need for healthcare professionals to screen patients for depression during and after pregnancy. Although the organization noted that currently “there is insufficient evidence to support a firm recommendation for universal antepartum or postpartum screening,” evaluating patients for, diagnosing, and treating depression has the “potential to benefit a woman and her family and should be strongly considered.”

Taking a more aggressive approach to screening patients for depression is a central goal of ACOG’s current president, Dr. Gerald F. Joseph, Jr. In his inaugural speech given last year, Dr. Joseph highlighted three areas that need to be addressed regarding screening and identifying patients suffering from postpartum depression. He said:

First, we need to determine the true prevalence and incidence of postpartum depression…Because definitions of depression vary among different studies, postpartum depression is estimated to range anywhere from five percent to more than 25 percent, depending on these changing definitions and the diversity of populations studied. Second, the available screening tools to assess potentially at-risk pregnant women often are imprecise and leave much to be desired. And, finally, we need to develop evidence-based guidelines for ACOG members to screen for postpartum depression.

As a result of the varying definitions and unknown incidence rates of depression during and after pregnancy, Dr. Joseph notes there is not enough data to formulate a hard and fast recommendation guideline for healthcare practitioners. One thing is known for sure, however, depression adversely affects thousands of pregnant women annually and accounts for billions in direct medical costs.

Background

Depression during pregnancy, or antepartum depression, is less widely known than postpartum depression, but it is very common and a mood disorder just like clinical depression; however, it is not always diagnosed properly during pregnancy because it is
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1 The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, Committee Opinion No. 453, Screening for Depression During and After Pregnancy (Feb. 2010) (on file with author).
2 Id.
4 Id. See also The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, Press Release, Postpartum Depression is Top Priority for New ACOG President, (May 6, 2009), http://www.acog.org/from_home/publications/press_releases/nr05-06-09-1.cfm.
often taken as another type of hormonal imbalance.\textsuperscript{5} The illness often also mimics other symptoms associated with pregnancy such as changes in energy level, appetite, and cognition.\textsuperscript{6} Depressed women are more likely to have poor prenatal care and pregnancy complications such as nausea, vomiting, and preeclampsia, as well as abuse drugs, alcohol and nicotine.\textsuperscript{7} There can be dangerous consequences as a result. Both symptoms of depression as well as antidepressant medications taken during pregnancy have been associated with negative infant attributes such as decreased birth weight, increased irritability, less attentiveness, and fewer facial expressions than those children born to mothers without depression.\textsuperscript{8}

Although clinical depression is very common among reproductive-aged women, public health experts, psychiatrists, and obstetricians agree that many cases of the illness during pregnancy go undiagnosed and untreated.\textsuperscript{9} It is estimated between 14 percent to 23 percent of women giving birth in the United States each year experience a depressive disorder during pregnancy and, as Dr. Joseph mentioned, between 5 percent and 25 percent of women will experience a form of postpartum depression.\textsuperscript{10} Depression is the leading cause of disability in the United States for people ages 15-44 and it affects women to a greater extent than men across different countries and different settings.\textsuperscript{11} A 2007 study published in the \textit{American Journal of Psychiatry} found that approximately one in seven women was treated for depression between the year prior to pregnancy and the year after pregnancy.\textsuperscript{12} The World Health Organization estimates that, on average, depression accounts for $30 billion to $50 billion in lost productivity and direct medical costs in the United States each year.\textsuperscript{13}
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Screening and Treating Tools

According to ACOG’s Committee Opinion, there are many depression screening tools available for use by healthcare providers.14 Most have a specificity ranging from 77 percent to 100 percent and include the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale, Postpartum Depression Screening Scale, and Patient Health Questionnaire-9.15

Once depression is diagnosed during pregnancy, treatment options vary and can include support groups, private or group psychotherapy, and/or medication. In 2003, approximately 13 percent of women took an antidepressant at some point during their pregnancy.16 However, as previously mentioned, there may be some risks associated with taking such medications. There is very little safety data on the use of antidepressants taken during pregnancy – in large part because pregnant women are not often recruited to participate in clinical trials and research on drug effects. Much of the information comes from large epidemiological studies conducted in Europe.17 However, in 2005 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration did classify Paxil as a drug to be avoided during pregnancy after studies linked its use to an increased risk of heart defects in newborns.18

There are some alternative forms of treatment as well. At the Touch Institute in Miami, Florida, for example, massage therapists and psychologists working together found that women who received a 20-minute back massage twice a week had lower levels of stress hormones and depressive thoughts than women who did not get the massages.19 The incidence of premature birth and low birth weight in infants was also lower in the massage group than in the control group.20

Conclusion

According to ACOG, women with a positive depression assessment require follow-up evaluation and treatment if indicated.21 Traditionally, Ob-Gyns will be the healthcare providers on the front lines for most pregnant women and likely to be the first to make such a diagnosis. Hopefully, with the push by ACOG and similar organizations to create awareness and formulate screening and treatment guidance, women suffering from depression during and after pregnancy will have more tools and resources to seek help and treatment.
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